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The solution structure of the complex between 4*,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and DNA oligomer
(d(CGATCG))2 at a 2:1 drug/duplex ratio has been char-
acterized by combined use of proton one- and two-di-
mensional NMR spectroscopy, molecular mechanics,
and molecular dynamics computations. Intermolecular
nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs), DNA structure per-
turbations, and resonance shifts induced by binding
provide evidence that DAPI interacts with DNA hex-
amer by two different binding mechanisms, in fast ex-
change on the NMR time scale, without any significant
distortion of the B-type conformation of DNA hexamer.
The results indicate that the ligand binds into the minor
groove of the central 5*–ATC-3* region of the hexamer
and on the outside of the oligomer by a p,p-stacking
interaction with the terminal C1:G6 base pairs. A model
for both binding mechanisms that accounts for all ex-
perimental data was generated by molecular mechanics
and dynamics calculations based on experimental
NOEs. In the minor groove binding, N2 amino group of
G2 precludes a deep insertion of phenyl ring of DAPI
into the groove. Position and orientation of the drug in
the external stacking interaction resemble those sug-
gested for intercalation of DAPI between C:G base pairs.

A number of DNA-binding drugs modulate the activity of
enzymes involved in the DNA metabolism by interfering with
the access of DNA-binding proteins to specific DNA sequences.
Therefore, a detailed characterization of the molecular aspects
of ligand-DNA recognition appears essential for helping in
planning new drugs with clinically appreciable effects and for
elucidating the processes that regulate gene expression in the
cells.
It is shown that synthetic antibiotic 49,6-diamidino-2-phen-

ylindole (DAPI)1 (Fig. 1) interferes with the activity of some
DNA processing enzymes involved in regulatory and structural
functions (1–7). Strong inhibitory activity of this drug has been
reported for RNA polymerase II and attributed to its high
affinity binding in the minor groove of AT sequences (7). Such
a strong DAPI-DNA interaction interferes with the binding of
TBP (TATA-binding protein) to its consensus TATA box se-

quence, preventing the formation of the transcription factors-
DNA complex recognized and required by RNA polymerase II
for initiating gene transcription. It has been also reported that
DAPI is active on other DNA-directed enzymes such as DNA
ligase, exonuclease III, and DNA polymerase I showing varying
levels of inhibitory activity (5). Such a differential action of
DAPI appears not simply attributable to its AT-specific minor
groove binding, as invoked in the case of RNA polymerase II.
For attempting to explain the biological effects of the drug,
deeper insight into the structural aspects of DAPIzDNA com-
plexes appears necessary.
The DAPI complexes with natural and synthetic DNA have

been the object of several studies evidencing the complexity
and heterogeneity of the interaction that appears strongly de-
pendent on the DNA sequence and on the ligand-nucleotide
binding ratio (8–23). In spite of new reports in the literature in
the last few years, these two aspects of the binding are still not
well understood. It is well established that both the affinity and
the geometry of the binding of DAPI is strongly dependent on
the DNA sequence. DAPI preferentially binds DNA in the
minor groove of sequences containing two or more contiguous
A:T base pairs. However, at high binding ratios, optical spec-
troscopy studies evidenced two different bound ligands in com-
plexes of DAPI with short oligomers containing one minor
groove binding site (24). Moreover, minor groove binding to
more than one AT-rich site appears heterogeneous and exhibits
positive cooperativity (8, 21, 24). It has been also reported that
DAPI binds DNA sequences containing no contiguous A:T base
pairs. This binding mode appears very different from the minor
groove interaction, and both intercalation and major groove
interaction have been proposed (8–10, 16). Recently, experi-
mental evidences by 1H NMR spectroscopy have been reported
that support a mechanism of interaction of DAPI with 59-CG-39
sites by intercalative binding (20).
In the present paper we report an NMR study of DAPI bound

to a short DNA oligomer (d(CGATCG))2 at high molar ratios for
investigating its distinct binding mechanisms and their com-
patibility inside short DNA sequences. The results provide
evidence that DAPI interacts with the DNA oligomer by at
least two simultaneous and different binding mechanisms. In
addition to the minor groove interaction, a new binding involv-
ing an external stacking interaction of the drug with the ter-
minal base pairs of the oligomer is proposed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sample Preparation—The DNA oligomers were synthesized by an
Applied Biosystems 391 instrument on a 10-mmol scale and purified,
after deprotection, as described previously (20). DAPI was purchased
from Sigma and used without further purification. The purity of DAPI
and DNA oligomers was checked by 1H NMR, and concentration was
measured spectrophotometrically using e255 (KOH 0.1 M) 5 57,000 (25)
and e342 5 23,000 M21 cm21 (26), respectively. NMR samples were
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suspended in 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate at pH 7.00, in
100% D2O or 90% H2O and 10% D2O for H2O solutions. Saturating
concentration of DAPI in the buffer of NMR samples was 26 mM, as
measured spectrophotometrically in the absence of DNA. The concen-
trations of DAPI and (d(CGATCG))2 in the 2:1 drug/duplex solution
were 4 and 2 mM, respectively.
NMR Spectroscopy—NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker AM

400 and a Bruker AMX 600 instruments operating at 400 and 600 MHz,
respectively. D2O and H2O one-dimensional NMR spectra were run
over about 10 and 20 ppm spectral width, respectively, and accumu-
lated on 16K or 32K of memory with carrier frequency centered on
water resonance. The ppm scale was referenced to tetramethylsilane,
assuming residual protonated water HDO as 4.76 ppm.
Correlation two-dimensional NMR spectra were performed by using

double quantum filtered COSY (27), primitive exclusive COSY (28), and
TOCSY with a MLEV-17 pulse sequence to substitute the spin-lock
period (29, 30). Two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy was performed
by NOESY experiments (31) at mixing times ranging from 50 to 300 ms.
Two-dimensional NMR spectra were typically run recording from 300 to
700 experiments over 2K of memory in phase-sensitive mode using
time-proportional phase incrementation (32). A recycle delay of 2.2 s
was used. p/3-shifted sine-bell or p/2-shifted squared sine-bell window
functions were applied in both directions. Suppression of water signal
in one- and two-dimensional spectra of H2O samples was obtained with
1–1 spin echo pulse sequence 90x-t-902x -D-90f-2t-902f-D-AQ (33). To
optimize the solvent suppression and the excitation profile of the 1–1
echo sequence, a short homospoil (1.5–10 ms) was applied during the
mixing time; the carrier frequency was adjusted to the water resonance,
D 5 50 ms, and t 5 220 or 85 ms were used for DNA alone or complexes,
respectively.
All data were processed on a Digital VaxStation 3100 graphic termi-

nal using the Triton NMR software of the NMR Group of the Depart-
ment of the Organic Chemistry, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands
(34).
Molecular Modeling—Molecular modeling and calculations were car-

ried out using InsightII version 2.3.0 and Discover version 2.9.5 soft-
ware packages (Biosym Technologies, Inc) on a Silicon Graphics work-
station. AMBER force field was employed in all calculations, and
previously reported partial atomic charges for DAPI were used (18).
Calculations were performed in vacuo, and a distance-dependent dielec-
tric constant e 5 rij and e 5 4rij was used to simulate solvent effects in
molecular mechanics and dynamics calculations, respectively. A cutoff
of 18 Å with a switching distance of 2 Å was used for non-bonded
interactions and 1,4 electrostatic interactions were scaled by 0.5. The
initial structures were firstly subjected to NOE-restrained energy min-
imization with 100 cycles of steepest descents method and 3000 cycles
of conjugated gradient minimization. The energy-minimized structures
were then subjected to NOE-restrained Verlet molecular dynamics by
heating to 300 K during 2 ps followed by 10 ps of constant temperature
simulation with time steps of 0.5 fs. Finally, the average structure of
the last 1-ps molecular dynamics simulation were further refined by
restrained energy minimization until the maximum derivative was less
then 0.5 kcal mol21 Å21 followed by 500 cycles of unrestrained energy
minimization. DNA NOE-derived distances involving base-base and
base-H19 protons were referenced to cytosine H5-H6 distance (2.45 Å).
All the remaining intramolecular DNA distances involving deoxyribose-
deoxyribose and deoxyribose-base protons were referenced to H19-H20
distances (2.35 Å) of the respective residue (35). Intramolecular DNA
distances were calculated from cross-peak volumes of NOESY spectra
acquired with 50- and 100-ms mixing times by the isolated spin-pair
approximation relationship rij 5 rref(NOEref/NOEij)

1/6 where rij and
NOEij are unknown distance and measured NOE volume between pro-
tons i and j, and rref and NOEref represent the reference distance and
the relevant NOE volume. Lower and upper bounds of distances in
restrained calculations were set 60.5 and 0.8 Å around calculated
distance for 50 and 100 ms mixing time NOESY experiments, respec-
tively. DAPI-DNA intermolecular distance restraints were not evalu-

ated from intramolecular reference distances since fast exchange of
ligand between different binding sites should cause overestimation of
intermolecular distances, depending on the time of residence of the drug
in the site of interaction. For this reason all lower bounds for intermo-
lecular distances were set to 1.7 Å and upper bounds up to 2.5, 3.5, and
4.5 Å depending on NOE intensities classified into weak, medium, and
strong, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Proton Resonance Assignments and DNA Structure—The
proton resonances of free DNA were assigned by COSY,
TOCSY, and NOESY experiments by following the standard
procedures described in the literature (36–42). The conforma-
tion of free (d(CGATCG))2 was evaluated from the intensities of
NOESY cross-peaks in experiments acquired with short mixing
time (70 ms) and from the values of vicinal coupling constants
measured in one-dimensional and primitive exclusive COSY
spectra (43–47). The results are consistent with a predominant
B-type conformation in agreement with a previously reported
study (48).
The assignment of DNA resonances in the complex was per-

formed by applying the same procedures used for DNA alone
and verified by a direct comparison with the original DNA
spectrum in titration experiments. Fig. 2 shows the sequential
assignment of DNA resonances in the complex using NOEs
between base H6/8 and deoxyribose H19 protons. The assign-
ment of the proton resonances of (d(CGATCG))2 in the free
form and in the complex is reported in Table I.
Following the same procedure already described (19, 20), the

DAPI resonances in the complex at 7.83, 7.80, 7.58, 7.25, and
6.91 ppm were assigned to H29/69/7, H39/59, H4, H5, and H3
protons, respectively.
Comparison of NOESY spectra acquired with 50-ms mixing

time does not reveal significant alteration of B-like structure of
DNA upon binding with DAPI. DNA conformation in the com-
plex appear homogeneous along the whole sequence, and the
presence of interstrand NOEs between guanine H1 and cyto-
sine H4 as well as thymine H3 and adenine H2 protons shows
that base pairing is conserved also at a 2:1 drug/duplex molar
ratio. Intranucleotide NOE-derived distances di(H6/8 2 H19)
.3.5 Å for all purine and pyrimidine residues, according with
anti conformation of glycosidic torsion angle x ' 2115 6 30° of
B-DNA, rule out the presence of left-handed Z-DNA conforma-
tions. This is confirmed by the observed relative intensities of
NOEs between H6/H8 and H29/H20 protons that are character-
istic of B-type DNA structures: H29(i)-H6/8(i) . H20(i)-H6/8(i 1

FIG. 1. Chemical structure and proton numbering of DAPI.

FIG. 2. Expanded region of NOESY spectrum of a 2:1
DAPIz(d(CGATCG))2 complex acquired with amixing time of 300
ms, in a D2O buffer, at 25 °C. The broken line indicates the sequential
assignment via H6/H8-H19 with intranucleotide cross-peaks labeled.
The arrows indicate the intermolecular NOEs: DAPIH4-C1H19 (A) and
DAPIH5-C1H19 (B).
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1) . H29(i)-H6/8(i 1 1). Furanose ring conformation was eval-
uated lying in the south conformation range of B-DNA by the
relative intranucleotide NOE intensities H49-H39 . H49-H19 .
H49-H20. In addition, no increasing of internucleotide sequen-
tial distances were observed upon binding.
Chemical Shift Changes upon Binding—CG-type intercala-

tion and AT-selective minor groove bindings of DAPI induce
very different and characteristic shifts of the DNA imino proton
resonances. Therefore, titration experiments were performed
by following the spectral changes of the imino resonances upon
addition of small volumes of concentrated drug solution to the
DNA sample.
Imino proton resonances of hexamer continuously shift upon

titration, and no new resonances appear in the spectra indicat-
ing that free and bound species are in fast exchange on the
NMR time scale also at temperature of 6 °C (Fig. 3). At a
drug/duplex ratio of 2:1, the imino resonance H3 of T4 is 0.28
ppm downfield shifted while the imino resonances H1 of G2
and G6 are 0.19 and 0.55 ppm upfield shifted, respectively.
Nonexchangeable proton resonances of (d(CGATCG))2 ex-

hibit upfield or no shift except A3H2 resonance which is 0.27
ppm downfield shifted at 2:1 drug/duplex ratio. The strongest
chemical shift perturbations of DNA resonances are observed
for protons belonging to T4 and C5 residues and exposed in the
minor groove. In particular, H19T4, H49T4, H19C5, and H49C5
resonances exhibit the largest upfield shifts of 0.68, 1.46, 0.92
and 1.41 ppm, respectively. In Fig. 4 the chemical shift pertur-
bations induced by DAPI on the DNA hexamer are plotted
versus the DNA sequence and compared with those observed in
the minor groove complex previously reported (19). As shown,
DAPI induces quite similar effects in the central region of the
two oligomers, whereas the H19, H29, H20, and H6/8 resonances
of C1 and G6 of (d(CGATCG))2 appear clearly upfield shifted in
comparison with the resonances of G1, C2, G7, and C8 of the
octamer. Moreover, it has been previously reported that minor
groove binding to contiguous A:T base pairs induces slight
downfield shift of non-exchangeable DAPI resonances, whereas
strong upfield shifts were observed in complex of the drug with
mixed and C:G sequences and attributed to an effect of inter-
calation binding mechanism. In this work, DAPI resonances
shift 0.2–0.3 ppm upfield upon binding, less than induced by
intercalation binding of the ligand to (d(CGACGTCG))2 (0.4–
0.7 ppm) previously reported (20).
Intermolecular NOEs in the DAPIz[d(CGATCG)]2 Complex—

NOESY spectra of the DAPIz[d(CGATCG)]2 complex at a molar
ratio of 2:1 exhibit several dipolar contacts between drug and
DNA protons. Figs. 5 and 6 show the regions of a NOESY
spectrum of the complex, acquired with a mixing time of 100
ms, which contain the intermolecular cross-peaks of nonex-

changeable proton resonances. The spectrum exhibits 20 inter-
molecular cross-peaks, 14 of which are between ligand protons
and minor groove protons of the internal 59-ATC-39 region. The
only intermolecular NOE contacts involving DNA protons lying
in the major groove of double helix are observed with G6H8 and
C1H5. In addition, a long mixing time (300 ms) NOESY exper-
iment acquired in D2O solution was analyzed (Fig. 2). Some
useful structural information can be deduced from this spec-
trum, despite the presence of strong spin diffusion effects. As
shown in Fig. 2, H19 proton of C1 residue exhibits weak dipolar
contacts with H4 as well as H5 but not with H3 drug proton.
Since no intermolecular NOEs are observed involving G2 pro-
tons, these contacts are not attributable to spin diffusion
through the adjacent nucleotide as well as H3 proton of DAPI
and should be considered in the molecular modeling of binding.
This is also true for the dipolar contact (not shown) observed
between DNA C1H6 and DAPI H5. It should also be noted that
in the long mixing time-acquired spectra, no intermolecular
NOEs are observed involving exocyclic methyl protons of thy-
mines exposed in the major groove. In addition, NOESY spec-
tra, acquired in H2O solution at 6 °C with a mixing time of 250

FIG. 3. Imino proton spectra of DAPIz(d(CGATCG))2 complexes
as a function of increasing concentration of DAPI. The spectra
were acquired at 6 °C, with a 1–1 spin echo pulse sequence to suppress
water signal. R indicates drug-duplex molar ratio.

TABLE I
Proton chemical shift values (ppm) of (d(CGATCG))2

Base H19 H29 H20 H39 H49 H59.50 H6/8 H2/5/Me H1/3 H4(1) H4(2)

free DNA

C1 5.80 1.90 2.42 4.73 4.10 3.75 7.64 5.93 8.32 6.97
G2 5.62 2.78 2.86 5.05 4.38 4.02, 4.13 8.02 12.92
A3 6.37 2.76 3.01 5.09 4.54 4.28 8.33 7.99
T4 6.02 2.07 2.48 4.90 4.24 4.35 7.26 1.47 13.73
C5 5.84 2.05 2.42 4.88 4.18 4.12 7.53 5.74 8.63 7.06
G6 6.21 2.67 2.44 4.73 4.23 4.13 7.99 13.17

2:1 DAPI-duplex complex

C1 5.53 1.67 2.30 4.66 4.06 3.76 7.46 5.68 8.17 6.78
G2 5.68 2.75 2.88 5.03 4.38 4.11, 4.02 7.96 12.73
A3 6.28 2.65 2.87 5.01 4.45 4.26 8.23 8.26
T4 5.34 1.74 2.01 4.54 2.78 3.91 6.98 1.33 14.01
C5 4.92 1.58 1.92 4.50 2.77 3.68, 3.19 7.09 5.43 8.38 6.78
G6 5.89 2.47 2.19 4.61 4.02 3.60, 4.00 7.65 12.62
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ms, exhibit further intermolecular NOEs involving exchange-
able protons. NH indole resonance of DAPI shows NOEs with
A3H2 and an unresolved H49/H59 DNA resonance; moreover
DNA G2H1 and T4H3 exhibit dipolar contacts with DAPI res-
onances belonging to H7 and phenyl ring.
Binding Mechanisms—Saturating concentration of DAPI in

the buffer used for our NMR samples (about 26 mM) is very low
in comparison with the total concentration of added ligand in
the 2:1 drug-duplex complex (4 mM). For this reason, at least
two sites of binding of DAPI to hexamer have to be considered
in the molecular modeling of the interaction.
Very different perturbations of the proton chemical shifts of

DAPI and DNA resonances have been described in the litera-
ture for the CG-type intercalation and the AT-specific minor
groove binding (10, 19, 20). In the present study characteristic
results of the two binding mechanisms were observed in sepa-
rated regions of the DNA hexamer. In the central 59-ATC-39
region DAPI binding induces the spectral changes described for
the minor groove interaction of the drug with (d(GCGATCGC))2
previously reported (19). Downfield shift of thymine H3 and
adenine H2 resonances as well as all the strong upfield shifts of
DNA proton resonances are observed (Figs. 3 and 4). Intermo-
lecular NOEs are also consistent with the previously charac-
terized minor groove complexes. Considering the central 59-
GATC-39 DNA region, intermolecular dipolar contacts were
observed only with protons exposed in the minor groove. More-
over, as reported in the previous NMR study of DAPI bound
into the minor groove of 59-GATC-39 (19), the NH indole proton
of the ligand exhibits a dipolar contact with adenine H2, and
the strongest intermolecular NOEs are observed between the
phenyl protons of the drug and adenine H2 and thymine H19
protons of DNA. In addition, the NOE data show a good qual-
itatively agreement with the crystal structure of the minor
groove complex previously reported (13). This strong correla-
tion between our results and the previous structural studies of
DAPIzDNA complexes supports a mechanism of binding of the
drug in the minor groove of the central region of our hexamer
with its NH indole proton located between the two O2 of the
central thymines and oriented toward the DNA helix axis.

As far as the extremities of the hexamer are concerned, the
results are not in line with a only minor groove complex sug-
gesting the presence of a second site of binding that involves
the C:G ends of the oligomer. In contrast to the previous NMR-
characterized minor groove complex, the resonances of DNA

FIG. 4. Chemical shift changes ((Dd 5 dfree 2 dbound) plotted
versus their position in the sequence. Resonances belonging to the
1:1 DAPIz(d(GCGATCGC))2 and the 2:1 DAPIz(d(CGATCG))2 complexes
are marked by (3) and (E), respectively.

FIG. 5. Expanded region of NOESY spectrum of a 2:1
DAPIz(d(CGATCG))2 complex acquired with amixing time of 100
ms, in a D2O buffer, at 25 °C. Intermolecular DAPI-DNA cross-peaks
are labeled and assigned as follow: A, H29/69/7-A3H19; B, H39/59-A3H19;
C, H39/59-C1H5; D, H39/59-C1H19; E, H29/69/7-T4H19; F, H39/59-T4H19;
G, H29/69/7-C5H19; H, H39/59-C5H19; I, H3-C5H39; J, H39/59-G6H49/59;
K, H4-G6H49/59; L, H5-G6H49/59; M, H29/69/7-C5H59; N, H3-C5H59; O,
H39/59-G6H50; P, H5-G6H50; Q, H29/69/7-C5H50; R, H39/59-C5H50; S,
H3-C5H50; T, H29/69/7-T4/C5H49;U, H39/59-T4/C5H49; V, H5-T4/C5H49;
W, H3-T4/C5H49.

FIG. 6. Expanded region of NOESY spectrum of a 2:1
DAPIz(d(CGATCG))2 complex acquired with amixing time of 100
ms, in a D2O buffer, at 25 °C. The arrows indicate intermolecular
DAPI-DNA cross-peaks as follow: A, H29/69/7-A3H2; B, H39/59-A3H2; C,
H29/69/7-G6H8; D, H39/59-G6H8.
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protons located outside the minor groove binding site appear
perturbed (Figs. 3 and 4). Particularly significant is the strong
upfield shift of G1 imino resonance (0.55 ppm) which was
previously observed in the CG-type DAPIzintercalated com-
plexes (10, 20) and generally considered as a characteristic
result of intercalator-induced ring current effects (49). This
result suggests a p,p-stacking interaction of DAPI with the last
C:G base pairs confirmed by the observed intermolecular NOEs
involving DNA protons belonging to both minor and major
groove of C1 and G6 residues.
For this reason molecular modeling of the interaction was

first performed on minor groove complex using intermolecular
NOE-derived distances concerning only A3, T4, and C5 resi-
dues. Afterwards, based on minor groove binding model, not
compatible intermolecular NOEs were used as a starting point
for building a second binding model accordingly with DNA
structure and chemical shift perturbations observed.
Molecular Modeling of Minor Groove Complex—Coordinates

of the starting model for molecular mechanics and molecular
dynamics calculations were taken from the crystal structure of
the minor groove complex of DAPI with (d(CGCGAAT-
TCGCG))2, previously reported, after appropriate modifica-
tions to obtain our oligomer length and base sequence. The
qualitatively good agreement between crystal structure and
our intermolecular NOE-derived distances helped us to assign
distance restraints to the NMR-equivalent strands of DNA
hexamer. Fig. 7 shows two different views of the final refined
structure of the minor groove complex obtained as reported
under “Experimental Procedures” by using intermolecular
NOE-derived distance restraints involving only the internal
59-GATC-39. The last structure refinement of the complex by
unrestrained molecular mechanics calculations did not result
in any significant conformational change indicating that min-
imum of energy is well reached by calculations. As shown in
Table II, all short intermolecular proton distances measured in
the refined structure are consistent with the observed intermo-
lecular NOEs involving the internal 59-GATC-39 region of hex-
amer. As a result of the short lifetime of the complex, which
causes a decrease in the effective time of intermolecular con-
tacts with respect to the nominal mixing time of NOESY ex-
periments, all intermolecular NOEs appear slightly weaker in
comparison with intramolecular NOEs. The refined structure
is also consistent with the observed strong perturbations of
DNA resonances induced by binding in the internal 59-GATC-39
region and not attributable to an alteration of hexamer struc-
ture which conserves its B-type conformation. As evidenced in

Fig. 7, the position and orientation of aromatic rings of DAPI in
the model are consistent with the large upfield shift of H19 and
H49 resonances of T4 and C5 residues as well as the large
downfield shift of A3H2 and T4H3 resonances. In the model
DAPI molecule is located nearly isohelical with its NH indole
proton oriented toward DNA helix axis and forming a bifur-
cated hydrogen bond with the two O2 groups of thymine. The
structure is further stabilized by hydrogen bonds between in-
dole amidine group of ligand and A3N3 as well as phenyl
amidine and O1P of G6 residue. Indole group of DAPI is more
deeply inserted into the minor groove than phenyl ring making
more favorable van der Waals interaction with DNA double
helix. Steric clash and electrostatic repulsion due to N2 amino
group of G2 push phenyl amidine toward periphery of the
minor groove. This prevents any formation of hydrogen bonds
between phenyl amidine and DNA bases.
As far as the external C1:G6 base pair is concerned, NOEs

between drug protons and H49, H59, and H50 protons of G6
appear consistent with the minor groove interaction and can be
attributed to this binding. In contrast, long interproton dis-
tances in the model are measured for the observed intermolec-
ular NOEs: DAPIH39/H59-G6H8 (8.37/6.57 Å), DAPIH29/69/7-
G6H8 (8.75/6.91/6.47 Å), DAPIH39/H59-C1H19 (16.10/11.88 Å),
DAPIH39/H59-C1H5 (15.94/11.91 Å), DAPIH4-C1H19 (16.26 Å),
DAPIH5-C1H19 and DAPIH5-C1H6 (15.80 Å) (Figs. 2, 5,
and 6).
Molecular Modeling of Stacking Interaction—The compara-

tive analysis of DNA chemical shift perturbations induced by
DAPI in the 1:1 minor groove complex previously reported (19)
and our 2:1 complex (Figs. 3 and 4) suggests that the extrem-
ities of the hexamer are the second site of binding. This is
consistent with experimental intermolecular NOEs, not attrib-

FIG. 7.Model of the minor groove complex DAPIz(d(CGATCG))2,
obtained after molecular mechanics and dynamics calculations.
Views looking into the minor groove normal to the helix axis (left) and
from end of oligomer (right). Open circles indicate the DNA protons of
59-GATC-39 region that exhibits the strongest upfield (small circles) and
downfield (large circles) shifts of their resonances upon binding.

TABLE II
Intensities of observed intermolecular NOEs and intermolecular
proton short distances (,4 Å) involving the internal 59-GATC-39

region of DNA hexamer
NOE intensities were measured in a NOESY spectrum of the 2:1

DAPI-(d(CGATCG))2 complex acquired with a 50-ms mixing time; in-
termolecular distances were obtained from the NMR-refined structure
of the minor groove complex.

Intermolecular NOEs Intermolecular distancesa

DAPI-DNA Intensityb DAPI-DNA Distance

Å

H29/69/7-A3H2 s H7-A3H2(1) 2.16
H69-A3H2(2) 2.23

H29/69/7-T4H19 s H69-T4H19(2) 2.75
H7-T4H19(1) 2.95

H3-T4H49/C5H49 m H3-C5H49(1) 2.83
H3-C5H49(2) 3.10

H29/69/7-T4H49/C5H49 m H29-C5H49(1) 2.95
H69-C5H49(1) 3.81
H7-T4H49(1) 3.85

H29/69/7-C5H59/50 m H29-C5H59(2) 3.11
H29-C5H50(2) 3.74

H39/59-A3H2 m H59-A3H2(2) 3.13
H29/69/7-C5H19 m H69-C5H19(1) 3.18

H7-C5H19(2) 3.43
H3-C5H59/50 m H3-C5H59(1) 3.21

H3-C5H59(2) 3.54
H3-C5H50(1) 3.63
H3-C5H50(2) 3.94

H39/59-C5H19 w H59-C5H19(1) 3.26
H39/59-A3H19 w H59-A3H19(2) 3.36
H4-T4H49/C5H49 w H4-C5H49(2) 3.36
H5-T4H49/C5H49 w H5-T4H49(1) 3.37
H39/59-T4H19 w H59-T4H19(2) 3.43
H39/59-T4H49/C5H49 w H59-T4H49(2) 3.50

H39-T4H49(2) 3.94
a 1 and 2 indicate the two DNA strands.
b w, m, and s represent a classification of NOE intensity into weak,

medium, and strong, respectively.
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utable to the minor groove binding, observed between DAPI
protons and both minor groove and major groove protons of the
last C1:G6 base pairs. Moreover, the strong upfield shift (0.55
ppm) of G6H1 imino resonance is consistent with an intercala-
tion-like binding of the ligand involving the last C1:G6 base
pair according to the observed upfield shift of drug resonances.
However, the absence of any intermolecular NOE, also in long
mixing time experiments, involving G2 nucleotide together
with the observation that the binding does not cause an in-
crease of internucleotide sequential distances between C1 and
G2 as well as C5 and G6 residues, indicates that intercalation
of ligand between the two last base pairs can be excluded.
Therefore, based on intermolecular NOEs, spectral changes
and DNA structure perturbations, these results are consistent
with a p,p-stacking interaction of aromatic rings of DAPI with
the terminal C1:G6 base pair on the outside of hexamer.
The starting structures for molecular mechanics and molec-

ular dynamics calculations were generated by adding a DAPI
molecule to the fully refined structure of minor groove complex.
The ligand was manually docked and positioned to meet NOE
data. Lower bound of 1.7 Å and upper bounds ranging from 3.9
to 4 Å were used in calculations for all NMR-derived intermo-
lecular distances involving stacked complexes and not attrib-
utable to minor groove binding. In addition, all NOE-derived
distance restraints used for minor groove molecular modeling
were applied in restrained calculations. Since NOE data are
not consistent with a single model of stacking binding, different
orientations of the drug were tentatively simulated also ac-
counting for not observed intermolecular NOEs. The results
show that NOEs are consistent with fast exchange of ligand
between the two different orientations (I and II) of the drug
shown in the binding models of Fig. 8. No satisfactory results
were obtained by simulating different orientations of the li-
gand. Structures I and II were obtained by using intermolec-
ular NOE distance restraints not attributable to minor
groove binding: DAPIH39-G6H8, DAPIH4-C1H19, DAPIH5-
C1H19, DAPIH5-C1H6, and DAPIH7-G6H8, DAPIH39-C1H19,
DAPIH59-C1H5, respectively. It has to be pointed out that
intermolecular NOEs such as DAPIH59-G6H19 and DAPIH5-
G6H19, for instance, observed in long mixing time NOESY
experiments (Fig. 3) and attributable to spin diffusion of minor
groove complex are also compatible with the proposed model for
stacking interaction (Fig. 8). In both the structures of Fig. 8 the
drug is located with its positively charged amidine groups close
to the phosphate backbones and NH indole proton oriented
toward major groove, accounting for the observed NOEs be-
tween its H4 and H5 protons and C1H19 as well as its H7 and

G6H8 of hexamer. The orientation of the drug with respect to
DNA base pairs is quite similar to that proposed for intercala-
tion of DAPI (9) and consistent with NMR results obtained for
DAPI intercalation in (d(CGACGTCG))2 (20).
Conclusions—Two minor groove complexes of DAPI with

DNA oligomers have been previously characterized by x-ray
crystallographic analysis (13) and NMR spectroscopy (19). Ef-
fects attributable to DNA length and sequence on DAPI minor
binding are evidenced by a comparative analysis of our results
with those previously reported.
In the site of binding, minor groove interaction induces quite

similar strong shifts of DNA resonances in the presence (this
work) and in the absence (19) of stacking interaction. This
indicates that position and orientation of aromatic rings of
ligand in our minor groove complex is not perturbed by the
second binding. However, at a 1:1 drug/duplex ratio, stacked
interaction in our complex is already observable, and it is not
present in the complex with octamer (d(GCGATCGC))2 (19)
which contains the same sequence of our hexamer [d(C-
GATCG)]2. This suggests an effect of DNA length on the asso-
ciation constant of the minor groove interaction but not on the
binding structure, probably attributable to the lower stability
of hexamer double helix compared with octamer.
As previously reported, the minimum requirement for minor

groove binding of DAPI are two contiguous A:T base pairs (19).
The guanine N2 amino group of C:G base pairs, flanking the
59-AT-39 tract, reduces the binding constant with respect to
more extended A:T regions but does not prevent the interaction
(19, 20). However, owing to the restricted number of intermo-
lecular NOEs, precise structural details about the effects of the
flanking C:G base pairs on the accommodation of ligand within
minor groove of only two contiguous A:T base pairs were not
previously reported (19). These effects clearly appear by com-
paring the results of this work with the minor groove complex
of DAPI within the central 59-AATT-39 region of (d(CGCGAAT-
TCGCG))2, previously characterized by x-ray crystallographic
analysis (13). Although in both the structures NH indole proton
of DAPI is positioned to form a bifurcated hydrogen bond with
the two thymine O2 of the central A:T base pairs (Fig. 7), in the
crystal structure the phenyl ring of the drug is inserted deeper
into the minor groove by about 1.5 Å. Steric clash and electro-
static repulsion with N2 amino group of guanines, belonging to
the 59-GATC-39 binding site of hexamer, push phenyl amidine
group of ligand away from the bottom of the groove to form a
hydrogen bond with O1P of G2. In contrast, indole amidine
group of DAPI does not overlap with the C:G base pairs flank-
ing the 59-AT-39 tract of hexamer and conserves the deep in-
sertion into the minor groove as well as the hydrogen bond with
N3 of the central adenine observed in the crystal structure.
Therefore, decreased van der Waals interaction within minor
groove and electrostatic repulsion involving drug phenyl ring
appear responsible for the previously observed lower affinity of
DAPI to the minor groove of only two contiguous A:T base pairs
in comparison with more extended A:T tracts (15, 19).
Although ligand fast exchanges, on the NMR time scale,

among different sites, the results clearly indicate a novel bind-
ing of DAPI by an outside p,p-stacking interaction with the
terminal C1:G6 base pairs of hexamer. The absence of any
increase of internucleotide sequential distances suggests that
outside stacked interaction is favored in comparison with in-
tercalation in 59-CG-39 site (20) by minor groove binding inside
DNA hexamer.
In conclusion, although minor groove interaction in AT sites

is the strongest way of binding of DAPI to double-stranded
DNA, stacking interactions, also considering intercalation, is a
more widespread way of binding. Stacking interactions have

FIG. 8. Models of the two stacking interactions (I and II) of
DAPI on the outside of (d(CGATCG))2, obtained after molecular
mechanics and dynamics calculations. Views looking into the ma-
jor groove (left) and down the helix axis (right) show the stacking
arrangement of drug with C1:G6 base aromatic rings on the outside
DNA hexamer. In the view down the helix axis minor (m) and major (M)
grooves are indicated.
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been also suggested for binding of DAPI to single-stranded
DNA based on upfield shift of ligand resonances (20), and
intercalation is the most favorable interaction of the drug with
RNA (50). For this reason, in attempting to explain the re-
ported biological effects of DAPI, in addition to minor groove
binding, stacking interactions should be considered principally
when biological effects are observed at high drug-nucleotide
molar ratios or target nucleic acid is not double-stranded DNA.
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